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[Metropolitan Blindness]

100 years Environmental Mass Destruction



[NUMBERS & CONTRASTS OF A “GLOCAL” CITY] 
population: metropolitan region                              20 million [11% of brazilian total population]

metropotitan region area                                      3,100 sq miles

density      6,100 inh/sq miles [2,300 inh/km2]                                 

latitude / longitude 23º32´36´´S / 46º37´59´´W

average elevation 2,000 ft

climate warm [summer: 66ºF - 81ºF; winter: 54ºF - 70ºF ]

rainfall highest average 53 in [warmer months]

gdp                                US$ 76 billion [17% of gnp]

population growing                                 0.5% per annum [5% during the 70´s]

population in 1900                                 0.2 million [grew 27,000% in 100 years]

urbanized area growing                            40,000% in 100 years

copan bldg. [oscar niemeyer]                   1,104 housing units/5,000 inha.

% population living in irregular dwellings      20% [1.3% in 1973]

metro network                                     49.5 km [3.5 million pass. daily]

bus transport 11,000 units [3.5 million pass. daily] 

number of cars 5.1 million

murder rate 35 per 100,000 inh.
>headquarter more American companies among any other city outside the US]
>the most crowded air space both in Latin America and the Southern Hemisphere 
>highest per capita helicopter ownership
>largest number of Japanese outside Japan



[INICIAL CONCEPTS]

1.
SAO PAULO: GLOBAL CITY, METROPOLIS UNDER MUTATION

“The great contradictions of our time pass over the territory use.”
Milton Santos [Brazilian Geographer]

2.
SAO PAULO´S TERRITORY: A PALIMPSEST, THE TERRITORY AS A GROUND LAYERED BY PARTLY     

SUBSISTING, PARTLY ERASED INTERVENTIONS

“Territory acts on milieus and rhythms, ‘territorialising’ them. A territory grasps several milieus. It has 

an interior, an exterior, limits, membranes, reserves, intermediate and neutral zones, and 

appendices.”
Gilles Deleuze [French Philosopher]



GREEN SPACE AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
• Several environmental problems can be noticed in São Paulo, with its high number of vehicles and buildings. With 

approximately 5 million automobiles, the city is discharged of 5.6 ton of pollutants per day in the atmosphere (90% from 

the vehicles and 10% from the industry). The impact of that, specially in the winter, is the climatic inversion that keeps air 

pollution at the lower strata intensifying breathing diseases.

• Although the city has 92% of the households served with water supply, only 65% are served with the sewerage system. As 

a result of this lacking of domicile collection, plus of industrial sewerage and storm water, the conditions of the two main 

rivers in the city are precarious. What could be an opportunity for leisure area and water transportation are perceived by 

the paulistas as degrading open sewers.

• The deficit of green space in the city is observable by the ratio green area per inhabitant. São Paulo has only 4m2/inhab 

when the minimum suggested by the World Health Organization (WHO) is 12m2/inhab. In comparison, Rio de Janeiro has 

60m2/inhab, Curitiba 55m2/inhab, and Brasília [the modernist planned city] 120m2/inhab.

• São Paulo is having this problem aggravated by devastating the swap of rainforest that goes from the city to the ocean 

(Atlantic Tropical Forest) at an alarming ratio. Since 1990, Atlantic Tropical Forest lost 1,700ha.

• At the same pace, there should be noted the problems of water contamination and deforestation of the surroundings of 

the reservoirs at the southern part of the city, mostly by the illegal formation of favelas in supposedly environmentally 

protected areas.

• Regarding the old industrial areas along the Railway Axis, now in transformation and so central to our studies in São Paulo, 

cases of soil contamination (brownfields) should be a concern although there are not enough surveys of this expected 

problem.
Excerpted from MIT-FAUMACK-FAUUSP Briefing Book, by Leo Shieh, 2006



Sao Paulo Original Territory in 1900 Sao Paulo Territory in 2006
grew 40,000% in 100 years

From: Atlas Ambiental in: <ww.atlasambiental.prefeitura.sp.gov.br>



Favelas

[shanty-towns]



PMSP. Plano Diretor de São Paulo, 2004.



[Metropolitan Blindness> 100 Years Environmental Mass Destruction]

scene > Downtown

>The city as a “palimpsest”: continuous reconstruction & spatial superimpositions

>The Old Centre [European] + New Centre [Modern] = deterioration and emptiness
Images by Nelson Kon







[Metropolitan Blindness> 100 Years Environmental Mass Destruction]

scene > The Railroad Axis [inner city emptiness]

> The post-industrial city under transformation 

> Brownfields & wastelands: the void's potentiality

Images by Nelson Kon







[Metropolitan Blindness> 100 Years Environmental Mass Destruction]

scene > The Periphery [ex-Atlantic Tropical Forest]

> The illegal but real city 

> The periphery expansion over under protection environmental areas: 

> Urban sprawl phenomena in under-development countries subtropical cities
Images by Nelson Kon







[STATEMENT]

“Every notion we may have about planning and architecture evaporates here. What do you do 

about cities with over 10 million inhabitants? What do you do about cities that threaten to swell 

into metropolises of 25 million inhabitants (Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro)? What do you do about 

cities that were planned for a few hundred thousand people but within a few decades have 2 to 

3 million inhabitants? You cannot do them justice with ‘normal’ planning or ‘normal’ architecture. 

That would suggest that the contemplative slowness of the plan or design would work here. In 

Brazil, action is chronically overtaken by events. No time for consideration, no time for reflection. 

That’s a European luxury, but here every municipal organization is powerless against the 

proliferation of the city. All that can be done is to keep things under control. Urban planning 

becomes a matter of policing rather than a political or cultural discipline.”

Wim Nijenhuis & Nathalie de Vries in “Eating Brasil”

[MVRDV Architects, Rotterdam, 2001] 



Environmental Continuities: 

Theory & praxis in urban-architectural 
sustainability



The Railroad Axis Urban Project

Sao Paulo-ABC Railway Urban Regeneration & Productive Restructuring Process, 2003-6

1 Urban Regeneration & Productive Restructuring Process: research precedents

2 Master plan strategy: rescuing integrated sustainability inside the contemporary metropolis

3 Zoom area I: Antarctica brewery brownfield: urban park & collective housing

4 Zoom area II: old rail station wasteland: new landscape territory & public library

5 Zoom area III: old rail station wasteland: recycling the old through new landscape connections

6 Zoom area IV: Maua urban design & architectural interventions



1 Urban Regeneration & Productive Restructuring Process: research precedents*

This is a perfect example of a post-industrial city with an urban structure that suffers a process of constant transformations

that leave a number of residual areas, blighted and ill-defined spaces in the central areas: wastelands and brownfields.

This complex problem is typical of global cities – particularly in the developing countries – and is one of the greatest

challenges of contemporary urbanism.

The regeneration of these areas must be carried out through an interdisciplinary design approach that relies on all facets

of sustainability – environmental, economic, social, cultural, political and technological.

The development of Sao Paulo has induced a growth process that generated a large number of blighted and underutilized

areas along the railroad axes. Particularly along the central areas, these residual areas are wastelands that disarticulate

the urban tissue, are impediments for movements, and prevent an integrated and more harmonious city development. On

the other hand, if tackled with a comprehensive strategy for sustainable redevelopment, these areas may be regarded as

excellent opportunities for positive territorial and social transformations.

> These redevelopment sites represent important opportunities to improve the sustainability of cities because it 

represent the redevelopment of inner city urban voids instead of improving the urban sprawl tendency which is, 

in metropolis like Sao Paulo, represented by illegal settlements inserted in protected natural environments.

> The challenge for a sustainable metropolis must contain a compact city.

*Urban Regeneration & Productive Restructuring Research Group: rescuing integrated sustainability, Mackenzie University, Sao Paulo



2 Master plan strategy: rescuing integrated sustainability inside the contemporary metropolis

> the railroad axis as the ultimate opportunity of creating a compact city inside the metropolis



URBAN DIAGRAMS

SUPERIMPOSITION OF THE 4 URBAN MATRIXES: [1] + [2] + [3] + [4]

URBAN MATRIX [1]> INFRASTRUCTURES

URBAN MATRIX [3]> GREEN AXIS

URBAN MATRIX [2]> FLOWS

URBAN MATRIX [4]> BORDERS

2 Master plan strategy: rescuing integrated sustainability inside the contemporary metropolis

Images by Carlos Leite



2 Master plan strategy: rescuing integrated sustainability inside the contemporary metropolis

> the railroad axis as the ultimate opportunity of creating a compact city inside the metropolis
> the green matrix: occupying the voids and rescuing the original floading territory
> The rivers borders: creating an urban forest 
[project authors: Carlos Leite & Francisco Spadoni] Images by Carlos Leite



IMPLEMENTATION> ALL RAILROAD AXIS [12 km]

2 Master plan strategy: rescuing integrated sustainability inside the contemporary metropolis

>improving the rail system

>inserting the green

>consolidating the flows

>implementing new 
industries clusters

>creating collective housing 
on the borders                                                  

Images by Carlos Leite



4 Zoom area II: old rail station wasteland: new landscape territory & public library

[project authors: Carlos Leite, Monica Brooke & Jose Augusto Aly]
Images by Carlos Leite



4 Zoom area II: old rail station wasteland: new landscape territory & public library

[project authors: Carlos Leite, Monica Brooke & Jose Augusto Aly] Images by Carlos Leite



5 Zoom area III: old rail station wasteland: recycling the old through new landscape connections

[project authors: Carlos Leite, Monica Brooke & Danielle Spadotto]
Images by Carlos Leite



> elevated esplanade/railroad transposition > urban connections
> new bus and train stations > public library
> landscape design > green axis
> urban design > urban park
> sports complex [project authors: Carlos Leite, Mario Biselli & Monica Brooke]

6 Zoom area IV: Maua urban design & architectural interventions

Images by Carlos Leite



6 Zoom area IV: Maua urban design & architectural interventions

Images by Carlos Leite



6 Zoom area IV: Maua urban design & architectural interventions

Images by Carlos Leite



6 Zoom area IV: Maua urban design & architectural interventions: sports complex [inaugurated in 2005]

Images by Carlos Leite



Environmental Continuities II: 

Rescuing sustainability in the metropolis



Creating environmentally friendly architecture in the 

metropolis: transforming the peripherycal shanty-towns into 

neighbourhoods: reurbanization program in Cantareira Range 

[ex-Atantic Tropical Forest]

These illegal settlements lack even the most rudimentary 

services such as drainage, electricity and clean water 

Images from www.vitruvius.com.



Projeto Viver Bem – Escola no Jardim Colombo (2003-2004)

Creating 

environmentally 

friendly architecture 

in the metropolis:

transforming the 

peripherycal shanty-

towns into 

neighbourhoods:

Projeto Viver: School 

& Community Centre 

at Favela Jardim

Colombo

[Images by FGMF Architects, 2005]



Creating environmentally friendly architecture 
in the metropolis:

transforming the peripherycal shanty-towns 
into neighbourhoods:

Public School at Favela Jardim Ataliba Leonel

[Images by Alvaro Puntoni & Angelo Bucci Architects, 2005]



Elements of an “eco-friendly-design” was always present at the 

best examples of Brazilian Modern Architecture: 

Parque Guinle Urban Park & Collective Housing Project, Rio, Lucio

Costa arch, 1941 

Recycled materials + respectful insertion at the natural 

environment & the climate = integrated ambience [openness, 

transparency, permeability, water presence, brise-soleils & indoor-

outdoor relaxed integration] Images by Nelson Kon



Shadows Everywhere>Lessons from Brisbane: Architecture & Urbanism in a Subtropical City, 2006
[exerpts from Glenn Weiss: <http://picasaweb.google.com/maruglenn/LessonsFromBrisbane>]



Shadows Everywhere>Lessons from Brisbane: Architecture & Urbanism in a Subtropical City, 2006
[exerpts from Glenn Weiss: <http://picasaweb.google.com/maruglenn/LessonsFromBrisbane>]
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